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Abstract

IEEE 802.11ah, marketed as Wi-Fi HaLow, is a new sub-1GHz Wi-Fi technology for the In-

ternet of Things (IoT), aiming to address the major challenge of the IoT: providing connectivity

among a large number of power-constrained stations deployed over a wide area. In order to achieve

this goal, several novel features are introduced in IEEE 802.11ah in both the Physical Layer (PHY)

and Media Access Control (MAC) layer. These features have been extensively studied from var-

ious perspectives in the past years. To provide readers with an insight into these novel features,

this article provides an overview of the IEEE 802.11ah technology and conducts a comprehensive

summary and analysis on the related research, revealing how to utilize these novel features to

satisfy the demanding IoT performance criteria. Furthermore, the remaining issues that need to

be addressed to fully realize the vision of large-scale and low power Wi-Fi networks for the IoT are

discussed.
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1. Introduction1

The Internet of Things (IoT) introduces a novel dimension to the world of information and2

communication technology where connectivity is available anytime, anywhere for anything, which3

will bring significant changes to many aspects of our lives [1]. To make this into reality, it is essential4

to develop wireless communication technology that meets the demanding performance criteria of5

various IoT applications, such as long distance transmission range, large scale connectivity, low6

power consumption, bounded delay, and stable throughput [2].7
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1.1. Comparison to the Existing IoT Communication Technologies8

Current low-power IoT communication technologies can be categorized into two groups: Wire-9

less Personal Area Network (WPAN) [3, 4] and Low-Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) [5]10

technologies. Table 1 provides a brief summary of these existing technologies from various aspects.11

As Table 1 indicates, WPAN technologies (e.g., Zig-Bee, Bluetooth Low Energy) provide medium12

data rate (i.e., up to a few hundred kilobits per second) at short range (i.e., tens of meters), while13

LPWAN technologies (e.g., LoRa, SigFox, NB-IoT, eMTC, Wi-SUN and IEEE 802.11ah) focus14

on long-range communications (i.e., up to tens of kilometers) and support low or medium data15

rate (i.e., from a few hundred bits per second to a few megabits per second). In terms of WPAN,16

Zig-Bee is developed based on IEEE 802.15.4 and supports a large number of devices and large17

coverage by the use of a mesh topology, while Bluetooth Low Energy consumes less energy. In18

terms of LPWAN, NB-IoT and eMTC are 5G technologies designed for IoT and operate in licensed19

frequency bands, while others work in ISM band. LoRa and e-MTC support high mobility, e-MTC20

supports critical service due to the high reliability and low latency, SigFox has the longest trans-21

mission range. Due to the short transmission range of WPAN and insufficient throughput of both22

WPAN and LPWAN, they are only applicable in a limited set of IoT scenarios. As such, a gap still23

exists for a low-power IoT communication technology that offers sufficient throughput (i.e., up to24

tens of megabits per second) over medium transmission ranges (i.e., a few kilometers). Therefore,25

the new Wi-Fi standard IEEE 802.11ah, marked as Wi-Fi HaLow, is introduced as a LPWAN26

technology to fill this gap, as it has the highest data rate, and medium transmission range between27

WPAN and most of the LPWAN technologies.28

Traditional Wi-Fi technologies are designed for providing high throughput for small-scale net-29

works with a few dozen stations and a coverage of tens of meters. They mainly employ the Dis-30

tributed Coordination Function (DCF) mechanism based on Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with31

Collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) for channel access. To initiate packets transmission, a station32

first defers transmission until the channel is determined to be idle for a period of time equal to33

Distributed Inter Frame Spacing (DIFS) when the last packet detected on the channel was received34

correctly, or a period of time equal to Extended Inter frame Space (EIFS) when the last packet35

detected on the channel was not received correctly. After the DIFS or EIFS channel idle time, the36

station use Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB) mechanism to generate a random backoff period in37
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Table 1: A brief comparison of IEEE 802.11ah and the existing wireless technologies for the IoT.

Category Technology Frequency
Chanel

width
Topology Range Date rate Advantages Disadvantages

WPAN

BLE
2.4 GHz

(ISM)
2 MHz star 30 m 1 - 2 Mbps medium data rate short distance

Zigbee

(IEEE 802.15.4)

2.4/Sub GHz

(ISM)
5 MHZ mesh 100 m

10 - 250

Kbps
large coverage low data rate

LPWAN

LoRa
Sub GHz

(ISM)

125/500

KHz
star 20 Km

300 - 500

Kbps

long distance,

high mobility
low data rate

SigFox
Sub GHz

(ISM)
100 KHz star 50 Km 100 bps long distance low data rate

NB-IoT

(5G)

Sub GHz

(licensed)
180 KHz cellular 15 Km 250 bps long distance low data rate

eMTC

(5G)

Sub GHz

(licensed)
1.4 MHz cellular N.A. 1 Mbps

long distance, high

mobility, low latency,

high reliability

low data rate

Wi-SUN

(IEEE 802.15.4)

Sub GHz

(ISM)

200 KHz

- 1.2 MHz
mesh 1000 m

50 Kbps

- 2.4 Mbps
medium date rate medium distance

IEEE 802.11ah
Sub GHz

(ISM)

1 - 16

MHz
star 1000 m

150 Kbps

- 78 Mbps
high date rate medium distance

the range of [0, CW − 1] for an additional deferral time before transmitting. CW is the contention38

window that is set to its minimum value CWmin in the first transmission attempt and increases39

in integer powers of 2 at each retransmission, up to a pre-determined value CWmax. If the station40

senses that channel is busy at any time, it pauses the backoff procedure, and resumes after the41

channel becomes idle for the duration of a DIFS or EIFS. The packets transmission commence42

when the backoff time has expired, and the receiver send back an Acknowledgment (ACK) to43

confirm the reception. In addition, Enhanced Distributed Channel Access (EDCA), an extension44

of the DCF mechanism, is used to support service differentiation by classifying traffic into four45

Access Categories (ACs) with different priorities. Instead of using DIFS that has a constant value,46

EDCA uses Arbitration Inter Frame Spacing (AIFS) that has different values for each AC to set47

the deferral time before channel access.48

Traditional Wi-Fi technologies have been proved a great success, becoming one of the mostly49

widely used wireless technologies around the world. In the past years, many variants of the above50

MAC layer design have been proposed for various network scenarios and objectives, such as, Time51

Division Multiple Access (TDMA)-based protocols for WiFi-based long distance networks [6, 7]52

and the coexistence of Wi-Fi and Ultra Wide Band (UWB) for indoor localization [8], Full-Duplex53

(FD)-MAC protocols for improving the symmetry between uplink and downlink throughput [9],54

and MAC protocols for networks with multi-beam antennas [10] and the coexistence of Wi-Fi and55
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Figure 1: Position of IEEE 802.11ah compared to existing WPAN and LPWAN technologies, promising

considerably extended range compared to WPAN and higher bitrate than LPWAN.

LTE [11]. However, with the emergence of the IoT, the requirements for wireless connectivity have56

dramatically changed. Therefore, The IEEE Task Group ah (TGah) developed IEEE 802.11ah [12]57

as the first Wi-Fi solution optimized for IoT applications, in order to fill the gap among current58

low-power IoT communication technologies. The IEEE 802.11ah Wi-Fi standard was officially59

released in 2016. It operates in the unlicensed sub-1Ghz frequency bands, allows up to 819260

stations to connect to a single Access Point (AP), and supports transmission ranges up to 161

km with data rates ranging from 150 Kbps to 78 Mbps with one spatial stream (cf. Figure 1).62

Moreover, IEEE 802.11ah introduces several new mechanisms, such as Restricted Access Window63

(RAW), Traffic Indication Map (TIM) segmentation and Target Wake Time (TWT), aiming to64

increase efficiency in face of a large amount of densely deployed, energy constrained stations. These65

features make it an attractive standard for long-range IoT applications, such as smart metering66

and monitoring, backhaul aggregation, extended range hotspot and cellular offloading [13]. In67

smart metering and monitoring, hundreds or even thousands of sensors located over a wide area68

periodically transmit short packets to the AP. In backhaul aggregation, IEEE 802.11ah can be69

adopted to cover the backhaul connection between IEEE 802.15.4g devices and remote servers due70

to its higher data rate and longer transmission range. Due to the short transmission range of legacy71

Wi-Fi (e.g., IEEE 802.11n/ac), IEEE 802.11ah is expected to extend hotspot range and offload72

traffic for mobile networks in outdoor scenarios.73

As indicated in Table 1, two great players in the IoT field are IEEE 802.15.4 and 5G cellular74
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technology. IEEE 802.15.4 is a technology that supports a wide range of IoT use cases in domains75

such as industrial connectivity, office automation and connected home. Various IoT protocol stacks,76

such as ZigBee and Wi-SUN, adopt its Media Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY)77

protocols. Simulations performed in [14, 15] indicate the improvement of IEEE 802.11ah over78

IEEE 802.15.4 in terms of association time, throughput, latency, and network coverage range in79

the context of IoT. Recent studies [16, 17] further showed that IEEE 802.11ah is more energy80

efficient than IEEE 802.15.4 due to less signalling overhead, improving the battery lifetime up81

to 6 times. Besides, simulation in [14] compared the performance of IEEE 802.11ah and BLE,82

revealing that IEEE 802.11ah benefits from a higher throughput and lower latency jitter, whereas83

BLE has lower activity factors (i.e., the percentage of time a device is transmitting and receiving)84

and expectes a longer battery lifetime. IoT communications have been envisaged as one of the85

key use-cases of the 5G cellular networks. Ericsson forecasts that a significant portion of the IoT86

applications would be served by cellular networks in the future [18]. Although 5G machine-type87

communication (MTC) (e.g., NB-IoT and eMTC) brings large coverage and high performance to88

the IoT world, it is unlikely that 5G will make other LPWAN technologies obsolete due to their89

performance distinction as shown in Table 1. Moreover, a study has shown introducing IEEE90

802.11ah to increase the capability of coping with massive access attempts in 5G massive Machine91

Type Communications (mMTC) networks significantly improves the access delay [19].92

1.2. Related Works with the Existing Surveys93

The IEEE 802.11ah standard provides a detailed description of the protocol (i.e., message94

structure and sequence) to support these new features. However, it leaves decision making (e.g.,95

parameter configuration and optimization) to developers and users, allowing them to come up96

with solutions for various IoT applications and performance criteria. Since 2012, even before the97

standard was officially released, based on the standard draft, researchers have been investigating98

various aspects of the IEEE 802.11ah, especially on those key features designed for high scalability99

and energy efficiency. In the past years, several works have surveyed IoT communication technolo-100

gies. Sinha et al. [20] provided a comprehensive survey on NB-IoT and LoRa, including features101

in PHY and MAC layers, application scenarios and current status in different countries. Sefer-102

agić et al. [21] evaluated the suitability of various IoT communication technologies (e.g., LoRa,103

IEEE 802.11ah, NB-IoT, IEEE 802.15.4g) for Industrial Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks104
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(IWSAN), aiming to enable engineers to choose the most suitable wireless technology for their spe-105

cific IWSAN deployment. Besides a brief description on IoT communication technologies, Fuqaha106

et al. [22] provided an overview of technical details that pertain to the IoT domains, such as iden-107

tification, sensing, computation, cloud and fog computing. Moreover, Ali [23] provided a survey of108

IoT communication technologies (e.g., SigFox, LoRa, IEEE 802.11ah and Zigbee) to explore their109

potential for IoT, and further discussed available open source frameworks, cloud platforms and110

middleware. Although some of the above works have mentioned IEEE 802.11ah, there is a lack of111

details. Moreover, for the surveyed IoT communication technologies, these works focus on describ-112

ing their features. In this survey on IEEE 802.11ah, the main objective is to provide not only a113

comprehensive overview of its features, but also analysis of the existing research in which various114

features are utilized to meet the demanding performance criteria of a variety of IoT applications,115

in order help the reader to better understand the novel features of IEEE 802.11ah.116

Several works have surveyed IEEE 802.11ah [24, 25, 13, 26, 27, 28]. In 2013, Sun et al. [24]117

described the standardization activity of IEEE 802.11ah, and provided a technical overview of118

the IEEE 802.11ah PHY and MAC layer. One year later, Adame et al. [25] provided a detailed119

description of the features related to energy efficiency. They further conducted a performance120

assessment of IEEE 802.11ah in Matlab for four common Machine to Machine (M2M) scenarios,121

i.e. agriculture monitoring, smart metering, industrial automation and animal monitoring, demon-122

strating that IEEE 802.11ah is energy efficient for the evaluated scenarios. In 2015, Khorov et al.123

[13] and Park et al. [26] presented an updated overview of major PHY and MAC layer features of124

IEEE 802.11ah. Based on the results obtained in a few papers and numerous internal documents125

of the IEEE TGah, Khorov et al. [13] further provided an explanation on why they were included126

into the standard draft and what benefits they would bring. In 2016, Baños et al. [27] presented a127

thorough evaluation of the IEEE 802.11ah in comparison to the other IEEE 802.11 standards, and128

further conducted an analysis of the implementation and infrastructure costs of IEEE 802.11ah.129

In 2017, Meera et al. [28] summarized the standardization events of IEEE 802.11ah, and provided130

the current status of IEEE 802.11ah products in the IoT market. All these previous surveys were131

written between 2013 and 2017 and they focus mainly on the IEEE 802.11ah standard itself, among132

which only [13] published in 2015 mentioned a few early research works on RAW and fast associ-133

ation when comparing their performance with legacy IEEE 802.11 technologies. However, a lot of134
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research has been done since 2015, aiming to optimize IEEE 802.11ah related features for various135

IoT scenarios. Moreover, the IEEE 802.11ah products have started to appear on the market since136

2019. As such, this is a good time to have an up-to-date survey on this topic. Instead of focusing137

on the IEEE 802.11ah standard itself, this paper provides a comprehensive overview and analysis of138

existing research on IEEE 802.11ah from various aspects, aiming to help the readers to understand139

how to enhance the performance of IEEE 802.11ah for various IoT scenarios, and identify open140

research issues that remain to be addressed in the future.141

1.3. Organization142

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an brief description of143

the most prominent IEEE 802.11ah features, both on the PHY and MAC layer. A comprehensive144

overview and analysis of the existing research from different perspectives, including PHY and MAC145

layer, simulation tools and hardware, are presented from Section 3 to 9. In Section 10, the open146

issues and future research are discussed. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 11.147

2. IEEE 802.11ah overview148

Throughout this section we highlight the important features of IEEE 802.11ah, in both the149

PHY layer and MAC layer. For a more detailed overview of the standard, the readers can refer to150

existing literatures [12, 24, 25, 13, 26, 27, 28].151

2.1. PHY152

IEEE 802.11ah defines an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) PHY in the153

sub-1GHz bands, based on the 10 times down-clocked operation of IEEE 802.11ac’s PHY. It sup-154

ports 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 MHz channel bandwidths, with 1 and 2 MHz support being mandatory. Its use155

of sub-1GHz frequency bands (e.g., 863 - 868 MHz in Europe, 902 - 928 MHz in North-America156

and 755 - 787 MHz in China) and narrow bandwidth allows it to improve coverage range (up to157

1 km) with considerably less power consumption than traditional Wi-Fi technologies, which use158

frequencies in the 2.4 and 5 GHz bands.159

For different channel width, IEEE 802.11ah utilizes different sets of modulation and coding160

schemes (MCSs), Number of Spatial Streams (NSS) and duration of the Guard Interval (GI),161
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Table 2: IEEE 802.11ah MCSs for 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 MHz, NSS=1, GI=8 µs.

MCS

Index
Modulation

Coding

rate

Data rate (Kbps)

1 MHz 2 MHz 4 MHz 8 MHz 16 MHz

0 BPSK 1/2 300 650 1350 2925 5850

1 QPSK 1/2 600 1300 2700 5850 11700

2 QPSK 3/4 900 1950 4050 8775 17550

3 16-QAM 1/2 1200 2600 5400 11700 23400

4 16-QAM 3/4 1800 3900 8100 17550 35100

5 64-QAM 2/3 2400 5200 10800 23400 46800

6 64-QAM 3/4 2700 5850 12150 26325 52650

7 64-QAM 5/6 3000 6500 13500 29250 58500

8 256-QAM 3/4 3600 7800 16200 35100 70200

9 256-QAM 5/6 4000 / 18000 39000 78000

10 BPSK
1/2 with 2x

150 / / / /
repetition

resulting in various data rates. The NSS ranges from 1 to 4 to support Multiple-Input and Multiple-162

Output (MIMO), and the GI can be 8 or 4 µs. Table 2 lists the supported data rates and their163

MCS when GI and NSS are 8 µs and 1 respectively for different channel widths. Moreover, the164

supported data rates are proportional to the value of NSS, and increase by around 11.1% with GI165

of 4 µs.166

IEEE 802.11ah supports three different PLCP protocol data unit (PPDU) formats, i.e., S1G 1M ,167

S1G SHORT and S1G LONG. S1G 1M is used for channel width 1 MHz. For the other channel168

widths, S1G SHORT is for Single-User (SU) transmission, and S1G LONG is for Multi-User169

(MU) and SU beamformed transmissions.170

2.2. MAC layer171

The MAC layer of IEEE 802.11ah consists of a variety novel features to improve high scalability172

and energy efficiency, as highlighted in Table 3.173
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Table 3: A brief description of new MAC features of IEEE 802.11ah.

MAC features Description Objective

Fast Authentication and Association Mitigating collision during link set-up Scalability

RAW Mitigating collision during data exchange Scalability

Group Sectorization Mitigating collision during data exchange Scalability

TIM Segmentation Stations waking up less for receiving beacons Energy efficiency

TWT Station negotiating with AP about wake-up time Energy efficiency

Hierarchical Organization Efficient organization of Association IDs (AIDs) Scalability

BSS Color Mitigating interference among OBSSs Scalability

Short MAC header Using 2-byte address, and containing less subfields Reducing overhead

Response Indication Deferral (RID) Carrier sensing when Short MAC header are used Carrier sensing

Relay Two-hop link between a station and the AP Range extension

2.2.1. Fast Authentication and Association174

When a network is deployed or after a power outage, all stations start to set up the link175

as depicted in Figure 2. A station sends the AP an authentication request (i.e., AuthReq) and176

association request (i.e., AssocReq), which allows the AP to learn about the station’s existence177

and capabilities. By sending back an authentication response (i.e., AuthResp) and association178

response (i.e., AssocResp) to the station, the AP informs the station of the network parameters179

and assigns it an identifier, referred to as an AID. During the link set-up stage, stations employ180

the DCF for channel access, which is sufficient to provide fast link set-up in traditional Wi-Fi181

networks, as the number of stations is usually small. However, the link set-up can take a long time182

when many stations try to associate at the same time, due to collisions of the authentication and183

association messages. Due to the large number of devices in IoT networks, this becomes an issue in184

IEEE 802.11ah. To address this problem, two effective fast authentication and association control185

mechanisms (i.e., centralized and distributed), are proposed for IEEE 802.11ah.186

In Centralized Authentication Control (CAC), the AP dynamically changes the portion of187

stations that are allowed to send AuthReq messages. Specifically, the AP sets a threshold and188

broadcasts it to all stations by sending beacon frames. The beacon frame is a management frame189

and contains the information about the network, it is transmitted periodically by the AP to an-190
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Figure 2: Illustration of IEEE 802.11ah link set-up process.

nounce the presence of a wireless network and to synchronize all the stations of the network. When191

a station is initialized, it generates a random value from the interval [0, 1022], and tries to send an192

AuthReq to the AP if the random value is smaller than the threshold obtained from the received193

beacon. Otherwise, it postpones authentication/association until the next beacon arrives. The194

threshold should be adjusted dynamically by the AP to limit the number of stations accessing the195

channel in one beacon interval, and make sure all stations can associate as fast as possible.196

In Distributed Authentication Control (DAC), a beacon interval is divided into sub-intervals197

called Authentication Control Slots (ACSs). Stations randomly select a beacon interval and a ACS198

to send their AuthReq. If a station does not succeed to authenticate, it resends the AuthReq in the199

next mth beacon interval and ith ACS, the values of m and i are generated based on the truncated200

binary exponential backoff mechanism.201

2.2.2. RAW202

The station grouping mechanism, named RAW, is proposed to mitigate collisions and improve

performance in dense IoT networks where a large number of stations are contending for channel

access simultaneously. It is a combination of TDMA and CSMA/CA, which splits stations into

groups and only allows stations assigned to a certain group to access the channel using DCF or

EDCA at specific times. Figure 3 schematically depicts how RAW works. Specifically, the airtime

is split into several intervals, some of which are assigned to RAW groups, while the others are

considered as shared channel airtime and can be accessed by all stations. A beacon frame carries a
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the RAW mechanism.

RAW parameter set (RPS) information element that specifies the RAW related information, such

as the stations belonging to the group, as well as the group start time. Stations belonging to a

RAW group are required to have sequential AIDs, defined by start AID and end AID. Moreover,

each RAW group consists of one or more slots, over which the stations assigned to the RAW group

are evenly split (using round robin assignment). The RPS information element also contains the

number of slots, slot format and slot duration count sub-fields, which jointly determine the RAW

slot duration as follows:

D = 500 µs+ C × 120 µs (1)

where C represents slot duration count sub-field, which is either y = 11 or y = 8 bits long when203

the slot format sub-field is set to 1 or 0 respectively. The number of slots field is 14− y bits long.204

When y = 11, each RAW consists of at most 8 slots and the maximum value of C is 211−1 = 2047,205

therefore the slot duration is up to 246.14 ms. If y = 8, each RAW consists of at most 64 slots and206

the maximum value of C is 28 − 1 = 255, the slot duration is therefore limited to 31.1 ms.207

Stations are mapped to slots as follows:

islot = (x+Noffset) mod NRAW (2)

where islot is the index of the RAW slot to which the station is mapped. NRAW is the number of208

slots in one RAW. Noffset is the offset value in the mapping function to improve fairness and equals209

the two least significant octets of the Frame Check Sequence (FCS) field of the beacon frame, and210

x is determined as follows. If the RAW is restricted to stations with AID bits in the TIM element211

set to 1, x is the position index of the station among others. Otherwise, x is the AID of station.212

A detailed description of TIM element can be found in Section 2.2.4.213
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Figure 4: An example of the non cross slot boundary and cross slot boundary features of RAW mechanism in

IEEE 802.11ah [29].

The RPS also contains the cross slot boundary (CSB) sub-field. As Figure 4 depicts, stations214

are allowed to continue their ongoing transmissions even after the end of the current RAW slot215

when CSB is set to true. Otherwise, stations should not start a transmission if the remaining time216

in the current RAW slot is not enough to complete frame exchange. The remaining time, termed217

as “holding period”, should be at least equal to the Transmission Opportunity (TXOP) of the218

station.219

Different from legacy IEEE 802.11 standards, each station uses two backoff states to manage220

transmissions inside and outside their assigned RAW slot respectively. The first backoff function221

state is used outside RAW slots, while the second is used inside. For the first backoff state, the222

station suspends its backoff timer at the start of each RAW, restores and resumes the backoff timer223

at the end of the RAW. For the second backoff state, stations start backoff with the initial backoff224

state inside their own RAW slot, and discard the backoff state at the end of the RAW slot. As225

shown in Figure 5, station 1 is inside the RAW group and assigned to slot 1, while station 2 is not226

included in this RAW group. Therefore, station 1 uses the first backoff state outside its RAW slot227
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Figure 5: Illustration of the novel dual backoff procedure of IEEE 802.11ah

period and the second backoff state inside its RAW slot, while station 2 only uses the first backoff228

state outside the RAW group period and goes into a doze state inside the RAW group period.229

2.2.3. Group sectorization230

Group sectorization is a combination of space- and time-division multiplexing. It divides the231

coverage area of a Basic Service Set (BSS) into sectors (i.e., geographical areas), each containing232

a subset of stations, aiming to mitigate hidden node problem, contention or interference. The233

sectorization is achieved by the AP transmitting or receiving through a set of antenna beams to234

cover different sectors of the BSS. Besides, the AP may alternate the sectorized beacons and the235

omnidirectional beacons, and all stations in the BSS can transmit regardless of their geographical236

locations during the omni beacon interval.237

Group sectorization can be considered as a simplified version of RAW, as stations are grouped238

only based on location. The difference is that it allows more than one sectors to be active at the239

same time, and is only suitable for APs and stations with directional antennas.240

2.2.4. TIM segmentation241

For stations in Power Save (PS) mode, a TIM element is included in each beacon frame, named242

TIM beacon, to indicate a set of stations for which the AP has buffered packets. If no buffered243

packets are destined for a station, it returns to the doze state. Otherwise, it sends a PS-Poll frame244

to retrieve the buffered packets. However, for stations that have little downlink traffic from the245
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Figure 6: Example of the TIM segmentation mechanism [25].

AP, receiving every beacon frame is not energy efficient and becomes the bottleneck of the whole246

power management framework.247

To address this issue, an advanced power saving mechanism is introduced, called TIM segmen-248

tation, which splits the TIM information into N segments (i.e., TIM groups), and the information249

of each TIM group is carried by its corresponding TIM beacon. Delivery Traffic Indication Map250

(DTIM) beacons are for TIM group-level signaling, and TIM beacons are for station-level signaling.251

All stations wake up periodically to receive the DTIM beacon and check whether the AP has pend-252

ing data for their own TIM group. If so, stations wake up again to listen to their corresponding253

TIM beacon, otherwise resume sleeping until the next DTIM announcement. As shown in Figure254

6, the DTIM beacon shows that the AP only has pending data for TIM group 7. Therefore, sta-255

tions of TIM group 7 wake up later to listen to the corresponding TIM beacon, and other stations256

resume sleeping until the next DTIM announcement. Moreover, when the beacon for TIM group 7257

is received, as it indicates that the AP has pending data for station 1538 and 1539, other stations258

of TIM group 7 resume sleeping while these two stations contend for channel access in order to259

retrieve the data from the AP.260
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2.2.5. TWT261

For stations transmitting data sporadically, power consumption can be further reduced by262

TWT. In TWT, stations can negotiate with the AP a series of time instances, called TWT Service263

Period (SP), about when they should wake up to exchange frames. Therefore they are not required264

to wake up even for receiving beacons and can stay in a power-saving state for very long periods265

of time. Either the AP or a station starts TWT negotiation. The AP or TWT station can end the266

TWT by transmitting a tear-down frame.267

The main TWT parameters are target wake time, minimum wake duration, wake interval, flow268

type. Target wake time indicates when the first TWT interval begins, minimum wake duration is269

the minimum value of TWT SP, TWT wake interval equals to the average time between successive270

TWT SPs, and flow type indicates whether a trigger packet should be sent before transmitting271

data packets during SP.272

2.2.6. Hierarchical Organization273

The AID is a 14-bit long unique value assigned to a station by the AP during association274

handshake, but values other than 1-2007 (i.e., 0 and 2008-16383) are reserved. In particular, AID275

= 0 is reserved for group addressed traffic. Therefore, an AP cannot have more than 2007 associated276

stations277

To support large scale networks, the maximal AID value is increased to 8191 in IEEE 802.11ah.278

To simplify operations with such a huge number of associated stations, the hierarchical organization279

mechanism is proposed to organizes stations by 13-bit AIDs according to a four-level structure,280

including 2-bit pages, 5-bit blocks, 3-bit subblocks and 3-bit stations. Stations are divided into Np281

pages of Nb blocks each, each block contains 8 subblocks of 8 stations each. These values of Np282

and Nb are variable and can be configured by network operators. An example of AID hierarchical283

configuration is depicted in Figure 7. Grouping stations with similar characteristics using the284

four-level structure reduces overhead when referring to stations.285

2.2.7. BSS color286

Dense deployment of IEEE 802.11 networks can lead to Overlapping Basic Service Sets (OBSSs),287

resulting in interference among stations from different BSSs and degraded network performance.288

To solve the OBSS problem, a novel feature named BSS Color is introduced into IEEE 802.11ah.289
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Figure 7: An example of IEEE 802.11ah AID hierarchical configuration.

In BSS Color, each BSS is assigned to a unique color, and such information is encoded in the PHY290

header of each packet. During packet reception, if a station detects the packet has a different BSS291

color from its own, it terminates the ongoing packet reception process to reduce power consumption292

and interference.293

2.2.8. Short MAC header294

In legacy IEEE 802.11 networks, the MAC frame header contains at most four 6-byte MAC295

addresses, leading to a total header length of 40 bytes. Thus, for a 100-byte payload, the MAC296

header overhead is 40%. For smaller payload, the overhead is even higher. To reduce the overhead,297

IEEE 802.11ah defines a new backward incompatible format of shortened headers for data, man-298

agement and control frames, with a length of from 10 to 24 bytes, depending on the context. In the299

short MAC frame headers, the Duration/ID field, Quality of Service (QoS) and High Throughput300

(HT) fields are excluded, and the 6-bytes address field is replaced by a 2-bytes Short IDentifier301

(SID) field. Both legacy and short MAC frame headers are supported by IEEE 802.11ah.302
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2.2.9. Response Indication Deferral303

As the short MAC header contains no Duration/ID field, which is required by Net Allocation304

Vector (NAV) for virtual carrier sensing, a novel channel access mechanism called Response Indica-305

tion Deferral (RID) is introduced in IEEE 802.11ah. In the PHY header, there is a 2-bits response306

indication field that defines four types of responses, i.e., the ways of calculating the value of the307

RID timer. Right after the reception of the PHY header of a frame, the station sets the RID timer308

based on the value of the response indication field and starts counting down until the values of the309

RID timer comes down to 0, indicating the channel becomes idle.310

2.2.10. Relay311

To support IoT scenarios with large coverage, IEEE 802.11ah extends the transmission range312

between an AP, referred to as the root AP , and stations with a relay. A relay logically consists313

of a relay AP and a relay station. The relay AP is associated to stations, and the relay station is314

associated to a root AP. For downlink transmission (i.e. from the root AP to a station), the packets315

are transmitted by the root AP to the relay station, the relay station forwards the packets to the316

relay AP , which then transmits the packets to the station, and vice versa for uplink transmission.317

To simplify the forwarding mechanism, the relay is limited to a two-hop link between a station and318

the root AP .319

3. Current Research on PHY320

The IEEE TGah has proposed IEEE 802.11ah propagation loss models for outdoor and indoor321

environments [30, 31], based on the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) spatial channel322

model and IEEE Task Group n (TGn) MIMO channel models, respectively. Using the propagation323

loss models, the transmission range, throughput, bit error rate (BER), etc. of IEEE 802.11ah324

have been studied in [32, 33, 34]. Hazmi et al. [32] studied the link budget, data rate versus325

transmission range, showing that transmission range of 1 km with data rate 150 kbps can be326

achieved. They also proposed packet size design method in different channel scenarios when fast327

fading is mainly characterizing the system environment. Li et al. [33] presented a comparison328

between IEEE 802.11g and IEEE 802.11ah in indoor environment, demonstrating IEEE 802.11ah329

has larger coverage, consumes much less power and slightly lower latency than IEEE 802.11g.330

Moreover, Khan et al. [34] conducted an in-depth performance analysis of BER and throughput331
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Table 4: Existing research on IEEE 802.11ah PHY layer.

Reference Scenarios Description

[30, 31] indoor and outdoor Proposing standard propagation loss models for IEEE 802.11ah.

[32] indoor and outdoor Studying the data rate, coverage using the standard mode.

[33] indoor Studying the coverage, latency and power using the standard mode.

[34] outdoor Studying the BER and throughput using the standard mode.

[35] UAV Incorporating the MultiCode MultiCarrier CDMA into the PHY layer.

[36] urban outdoor Adjusting the propagation loss model based on empirical models.

[37] suburban outdoor Adjusting the the propagation loss model based on measurement.

[38]
indoor, urban outdoor,

suburban outdoor
Validating the propagation loss model based on measurement.

for various MCSs, showing higher MCS provide higher throughput but poor BER performance.332

Recently, Khan et al. [35] further incorporated the MultiCode MultiCarrier Code Division Multiple333

Access (CDMA) into the PHY layer of IEEE 802.11ah, in order to meet the differential requirements334

of range and throughput for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) communication.335

Aust et al. [36] analyzed the IEEE 802.11ah propagation path loss model for urban areas and336

compared the initial path loss attenuation and slopes with empirical path loss models, namely the337

Lee model and the Hata model. As such, they proposed to adjust the the IEEE 802.11ah model338

with the results obtained from their study. Moreover Bellekens et al. [37] proposed a more realistic339

propagation loss model by evaluating several path loss models of IEEE 802.11ah in real scenarios340

based on a large scale sub-urban measurement campaign, and further re-evaluated the throughput341

and BER with the new model. Recently, Koninck et al. [38] conducted a measurement campaign342

on a heterogeneous set of smart city-relevant deployment environments (i.e.,urban, suburban and343

indoor), and argued that current propagation models are highly accurate for IEEE 802.11ah.344

In summary, as shown in Table 4, the above research studied the achievable transmission range,345

throughput and BER of IEEE 802.11ah in different environments (i.e., propagation loss models,346

UAV communication) and for different MCS, and further updated the propagation loss models.347

The results demonstrate that IEEE 802.11ah is capable of providing a reliable communication link348

for various IoT scenarios.349
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Table 5: Existing research on fast authentication and association.

Type Reference Description

CAC

[39] Adjusting the association threshold based on the transmission queue.

[40] Constant step for threshold incremental/decremental.

[41, 42, 43] Adaptive step for threshold incremental/decremental.

[44] Retransmission based on retry counts and adaptive steps based on network size.

[43] Slotted-CSMA/CA for AuthReq, contention-free TDMA slot for subsequent process.

[45] Postpones sending AuthResp, and contention free for AssocReq transmission.

[46] Mathematical model for determining best group size.

DAC
[47] Mathematical model for determining the number of ACSs.

[42] Performance evaluation with various parameters settings.

4. Current Research on Fast Authentication and Association350

Several studies have been conducted to reduce the link set-up time in large scale networks, as351

listed in Table 5, with most of them focus on CAC and a few pay attention to DAC.352

4.1. CAC353

The high efficiency of CAC requires selecting the appropriate authentication threshold. How-354

ever, the standard does not specify an authentication threshold management algorithm. Wang et355

al. [39] came up with the idea of adjusting the threshold based on the transmission queue size of356

the AP. The reason behind this idea is straightforward. When a large number of stations transmit357

an AuthReq to the AP, it cannot gain enough channel airtime to successfully transmit an AuthResp358

back to these stations. Therefore, its transmission queue keeps increasing. In contrast, when less359

stations attempt to send an AuthReq, the AP gains enough channel airtime to successfully trans-360

mit the piggybacked AuthResp. The IEEE 802.11ah implementation in the ns-3 network simulator361

provided an initial and naive implementation of this idea [40]. It increases the threshold by 50362

when the transmission queues has less than 10 packets, otherwise decreasing the threshold by 50.363

Even using such a simple approach, the results already showed a significantly decreased link set-up364

time, especially for a large number of stations.365

Several more advanced algorithms have been proposed based on the above idea [41, 42, 43].366

Bankov et al. [41] proposed the Up and Down algorithms to adaptively select a threshold according367
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to the transmission queue size of the AP. Both the Up and Down algorithms work in three modes:368

waiting, studying and working. In the Up algorithm, the AP initially starts in the waiting mode,369

maintaining the maximum threshold. When AuthResp packets appear in the queue, the AP sets370

the threshold to 1 and switches to the studying mode. In the studying mode, after each beacon371

interval, the AP increases the threshold value by ∆, and doubles ∆ each beacon interval until the372

queue becomes nonempty. In this case, the AP halves ∆ and switches to the working mode. In the373

working mode, the AP increases ∆ by one until AuthResp appears in the queue again, and increases374

the threshold value by ∆ if the queue is empty. Finally, when the threshold reaches its maximal375

value, the AP switches back to the waiting mode. The Down algorithm has the same waiting and376

working modes, but the studying mode is arranged differently. Instead of increasing the threshold377

value by ∆, it halves the threshold value when the queue is nonempty. Both of them outperform378

the ones with fixed increment values, and the Up algorithm is slightly less efficient than Down, but379

consumes channel resources in a less aggressive way. Moreover, two enhanced versions are proposed380

in [42, 43]. Bankov et al. [42] further improved the Up and Down algorithms by adjusting the381

threshold based on both the history of the threshold and ∆ value, making the algorithm more robust382

to the varying network conditions. In more recent work [43], the AP increases the threshold and ∆383

based on both the queue size and the number of successful AuthReq/AssocReq handshakes in the384

previous beacon interval. Recently, Yin et al. [44] proposed a new association mechanism named385

FASUS to improve the association performance. In FASUS, the association request/response is386

retransmitted based on retry counts instead of timers to avoid unnecessary retransmission, and387

the steps used for adjusting the threshold is dynamically changed by speculating the number of388

stations in the network.389

Instead of adjusting the authentication threshold as specified by the standard, alternative390

approaches for CAC have been proposed as well [43, 45, 46]. Shahi et al. [43] proposed a391

hybrid slotted-CSMA/CA–TDMA (HSCT) MAC protocol. In HSCT, contention-based slotted-392

CSMA/CA allows devices to send an AuthReq via randomly selected backoff slots, whereas contention-393

free TDMA permits those devices to send/receive the subsequent AssocReq/AssocResp via an in-394

dividually allocated TDMA slot. Bankov et al. [45] proposed a virtual carrier sense approach to395

provide contention-free access. The main idea is, after receiving the AuthReq, the AP sends an396

ACK but postpones sending the AuthResp at least until the next beacon, and the AP also sets397
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its duration field to forbid all other stations from transmitting frames before the intended station398

starts the AssocReq transmission. Sthapit et al. [46] built a mathematical model for the authen-399

tication/association process, showing that there exists a best group size that results in minimal400

association time. However, the assumption of constant successful transmission probability and the401

AP knowing the number of stations is not realistic for the link set-up process.402

4.2. DAC403

Bankov et al. also [47] described a simple mathematical model for DAC to determine the404

number of ACSs to minimize the link set-up time, given the beacon interval and number of stations.405

However, the model assumes contention-free access inside each ACS, which simplifies calculations406

but not realistic.407

Besides investigating CAC in [42], Bankov et al. also conducted extensive simulations on DAC408

and showed that there is not a set of parameters that can minimize the link set-up time for all409

possible numbers of stations. In some scenarios, the DAC is essentially insensitive to some of its410

parameters. Moreover, the results showed that CAC outperformed DAC in general. However, such411

an advantage of CAC comes at the cost of complexity and the need for the AP to constantly track412

the link set-up process.413

5. Current Research on RAW414

As the IEEE 802.11ah standard does not specify how to configure the RAW grouping parame-415

ters, user-defined optimal RAW configurations are required in order to obtain high performance in416

terms of throughput, latency or energy consumption for the given network conditions.To provide417

an optimal solution for RAW configurations, three approaches are usually involved, including pa-418

rameter evaluation, modeling and optimization. During evaluation, the impact of the RAW related419

parameters and network conditions on performance is analysed qualitatively, which is considered as420

the foundation for the latter approaches. Subsequently, a RAW performance model is usually built421

to represent relations between the output performance and input parameters in a quantitative way.422

Finally, an optimization algorithm usually utilizes a RAW performance model to determine the423

optimal RAW configuration for the given network conditions, based on the pursued performance424

metrics. In the remainder of this section, details of related research on parameter evaluation,425

modeling and optimization are presented, respectively.426
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5.1. RAW performance evaluation427

RAW performance is evaluated in [48, 49, 50]. Zhao et al. [48] evaluated RAW in terms of428

energy efficiency, showing that increasing the number of RAW groups significantly improves energy429

efficiency for sensor stations. Tian et al. [49] evaluated the influence of the number of stations, traffic430

load and traffic distribution on the optimal values of number of RAW groups and their duration,431

proving that with appropriate grouping, the RAW mechanism substantially improves throughput,432

latency and energy efficiency. Furthermore, the results suggest that the optimal grouping strategy433

depends on many parameters, and intelligent RAW group adaptation is necessary to maximize434

performance under dynamic conditions. Qutab et al. [50] analyzed the performance of the RAW435

mechanism in the non-cross slot boundary case under various possible holding schemes, which436

define how the station should count its backoff within the holding period.437

5.2. RAW performance modeling438

As DCF and EDCA are employed inside RAW, the RAW models are mainly developed based439

on their backoff process, by taking into account the characteristics of RAW, including the reset440

of the backoff function state at the beginning of the RAW slots (referred to as backoff reset), the441

channel handover among RAW slots (referred to as handover) and backlogged packets due to the442

intermittent channel access of RAW slots (referred to as backlogged packets). The existing RAW443

models consider either saturated state or unsaturated state. If each station always has pending444

packets to transmit, then the network is in saturated state, otherwise unsaturated state. In the445

remainder of this subsection, details of related research are presented.446

5.2.1. Saturated state447

For leagcy IEEE 802.11, without considering the details of the stochastic backoff process, a mean448

value analysis-based modeling approach was adopted by [51, 52], evaluating the average value of449

network variables, such as transmission probability, collision probability and packet service time.450

Based on the mean value analysis approach, Zheng et al. [53, 29] proposed an analytical model451

to track the throughput under saturated traffic for both cross and non-cross slot boundary, taking452

RAW slot handover into account. The results show that the RAW slot handover can cause the453

throughput to fluctuate, and such impact is more prominent in the non-cross slot boundary case454

than the cross slot boundary case. Based on the Markov chain approach, Raeesi et al. [54] provided455
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an analytical model of throughput and energy efficiency for cross slot boundary, which was later456

extended to support multi-AP scenarios in [55].457

Due to the reset of the backoff function at the beginning of the RAW slot, the channel contention458

and collision probability change with time. However, the above models all consider the steady459

state of the network, i.e., the contention success probability does not change over time. By taking460

into account the backoff reset feature of RAW, a mathematical model for saturated state was461

developed by Khoro et al. [56] based on Bianchi model, which is a discrete-time Markov chain462

model for the throughput under saturated state by considering the details of the stochastic backoff463

process [57]. The model estimates throughput and energy consumption of RAW with cross slot464

boundary, studying how channel contention changes over time and how the stations from one RAW465

slot affect the performance of the next RAW slot. The results show that, under the same RAW466

configuration, cross slot boundary obtains higher throughout but less energy efficiency than non-467

cross slot boundary. However, comparing the power consumption of two RAW configurations with468

which maximal throughput is obtained for cross and non-cross slot boundary respectively, the one469

for cross slot boundary consumes less power.470

5.2.2. Unsaturated state471

For IoT scenarios, network with the unsaturated traffic is more common in reality, as IoT devices472

usually have few data to send. The existing research has considered different traffic patterns for473

unsaturated state, such as periodic traffic where each station sends one packet per fixed interval,474

or packet arrivals following a Bernoulli or Poisson distribution.475

Some works [58, 59] assumed each station sends one packet per RAW slot interval. Khorov et476

al. [58] presented a model to calculate the successful packet transmission probability for a given477

RAW group duration for non-cross slot boundary. Santi et al. [59] extended this model to calculate478

the time occupied by different states (i.e., receive, transmit, idle, collision, sleep) for a given RAW479

group duration, which were subsequently used to calculate energy consumption. The results show480

that more RAW slots achieve better energy efficiency at the cost of increasing the latency. Both481

models take into account the backoff reset feature of RAW, which results in channel contention482

varying over the time.483

Chang et al. [60] took a step further, supporting more diverse traffic demands by allowing484

stations to have different packet transmission intervals. They used the results of two extreme cases485
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(i.e., saturated traffic and one packet sent per RAW interval) to extrapolate a regression-based486

analytical model that can accurately predict the successful transmission probability of diverse487

traffic loads. However, the model considers the network state is steady.488

Instead of assuming ideal channel that does not have communication errors and all stations489

have the same characteristics (i.e., homogeneous stations), Tian et al. [61, 62] applied surrogate490

modelling to RAW in order to support more realistic scenarios. A surrogate model [63] is an491

efficient mathematical representation of a black box system. It is based on supervised learning492

(e.g., Kriging or neural networks), and is especially suitable for tasks with a large input space, as493

an accurate model can be trained with relatively few adaptively sampled data points. By feeding494

realistic simulation results into the surrogate modelling toolbox, a surrogate model does not suffer495

from the same restrictive assumptions as existing analytical models. Homogeneous stations are496

supported by the model for throughput and energy consumption in [61]. Moreover, a throughput497

model for heterogeneous stations in terms of MCS and packet size was proposed in [62], by using498

average transmission time that is jointly determined by MCS and packet size as an input parameter499

of the surrogate model, and packet receiving rate (i.e., number of packets received per second) as500

the output parameter which can be accordingly converted to throughput with packet size.501

For unsaturated traffic patterns that follow a Bernoulli arrival distribution, Ometov et al. [64]502

developed a RAW model for cross slot boundary using a Markov chain. Moreover, assuming503

packet arrivals follow a Poisson process and non-ideal channel conditions which takes into account504

communication errors, Ali et al. [65] proposed a throughput model based on Markov chain and505

M/G/1 queuing model. The results reveal that, with high packet arrival rate, the backoff time of506

stations increase significantly and the network performance becomes unstable. Furthermore, Ali507

et al. [66, 67] evaluated performance of RAW with EDCA on differentiated QoS. They presented508

a Markov chain and M/G/1 queuing model to evaluate the performance of RAW for non-cross509

slot boundary. The analysis evaluates the feasibility of the coexistence of priority and non-priority510

traffic in IoT devices without degrading network performance, revealing that RAW can support511

QoS traffic at low traffic load condition. Other than [58, 59, 60], works in [64, 65, 66, 67] take into512

account the backlogged packets due to the intermittent channel access of RAW groups. However,513

they assume steady state inside a RAW slot.514
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Table 6: Existing research on RAW modeling

Reference Traffic Objective

RAW characteristics Network heterogeneity
Non-ideal

channel
backoff

reset
handover

backlogged

packets

transmission

interval

packet

sizes
MCSs

[53, 29] saturated throughput X X

[54, 55] saturated throughput, energy X

[56] saturated throughput, energy X X X

[58] periodic successful trans. probability X

[59] periodic energy X

[60] periodic successful trans. probability X

[61] periodic throughput, energy X X X X

[62] periodic packet receiving rate X X X X X X

[64] bernoulli arrivals throughput X

[65] poisson arrivals throughput X X

[66, 67] poisson arrivals QoS X X

5.2.3. Conclusion515

In Table 6, we list the existing RAW models, and categorize them based on various aspects,516

including the traffic type, objective, considered RAW characteristics (including backoff reset, han-517

dover and backlogged packets), network heterogeneity in terms of transmission interval, packet518

size and MCSs, and the channel conditions. The X mark indicates that the responding feature is519

supported by the model.520

Based on the above analysis, we derive the following conclusions on RAW modeling. First, since521

it is trained with realistic simulation results of RAW based on supervised learning approaches, the522

surrogate model, compared to analytic models, can more accurately represent the RAW behaviour523

and support more complex network scenarios. While only the analytic model presented in [60]524

supports heterogeneous traffic, allowing stations to have different packet transmission intervals.525

Second, as backoff reset, handover and backlogged packets are the unique characteristics that526

makes RAW different from DCF and EDCA, the analytic models presented in [53, 29] and [56] can527

more precisely represent RAW behaviour. Third, RAW performance modeling with QoS has not528

received much attention, as [66, 67] are the only ones that address this issue so far.529

5.3. RAW performance optimization530

RAW performance optimization determines the number of RAW groups, the duration of each531

group, and how to divide stations among them. To provide readers with a clear view on existing532

RAW optimization algorithms, we categorize them into several types based on the direct objectives533
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of the algorithms, including 1) energy efficiency, 2) throughput, 3) latency, 4) collisions and suc-534

cessful transmission probability, 5) fairness, 6) QoS and 7) hidden nodes. It is worth noting that it535

does not necessarily mean an algorithm can only optimize the performance of a single objective, as536

these objectives are not necessarily contradictory or even related in certain scenarios. For instance,537

an algorithm aiming for high energy efficiency may also achieve low latency or high throughput,538

and such performance often results from low collisions probability, or high success transmissions539

probability.540

5.3.1. Energy efficiency541

Wang et al. [68] assumed one station sends a packet per RAW group interval and formulated542

energy efficiency as a function of the number of devices and number of RAW slots using prob-543

ability theory. By applying a Hill Climbing approach, they found an optimal set of number of544

devices and number of RAW slots to maximize energy efficiency. Wang et al. [69] further pre-545

sented a retransmission scheme that utilizes the next empty slot to retransmit packets lost due546

to collisions, and reformulated the energy efficiency function by applying probability theory and a547

Markov Chain. Moreover, a fast algorithm for the retransmission scheme was proposed to maximize548

energy efficiency using a Gradient Descent approach. Both the above algorithms allow a station549

to randomly choose a RAW slot to contend for the channel, which is not in accordance with the550

RAW specification.551

Kai et al. [70] designed a traffic distribution based grouping scheme to balance the energy552

efficiency of different groups in large scale networks, where stations have heterogeneous traffic553

demand. By adopting the Markov chain model, they formulated the energy efficiency optimization554

as a max-min problem. A heuristic traffic-sensor mapping algorithm (HTMA) was subsequently555

presented to properly assign stations to groups in order to make the traffic demands of each group556

appropriate, under a given number of groups and group duration.557

Beltramelli et al. [71] proposed a hybrid contention-reservation mechanism with two distinct558

phases. In the contention phase, each station send a trigger frame to the AP, indicating whether it559

has pending packets for uplink traffic. In the data transmission phase, the AP assigns a RAW slot560

to each of the stations that has pending packets to send, leading to contention-free transmission.561
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5.3.2. Throughput562

Nawaz et al. [72] presented a method in which a RAW group is divided into two sub-groups and563

the duration of RAW slots in each sub-group is chosen according to the number of stations in the564

RAW slots. The idea of choosing a duration based on the number of stations improves throughput565

when stations have the same traffic load. However, unevenly allocating duration among RAW slots566

in a single RAW group contradicts the IEEE 802.11ah RAW specification.567

Considering stations in the network have heterogeneous packet transmission intervals, Chang568

et al. [73] proposed an algorithm to balance the traffic load among groups to improve channel569

utilization (i.e., the ratio of channel time used for data transmission to the total channel time).570

They first conducted some motivating simulations to examine the effect of heterogeneous traffic571

demands on performance. Subsequently, they formulated the problem of distributing the traffic572

load into groups as an integer programming model, and proposed a greedy algorithm to properly573

allocate stations into RAW groups, under a given RAW group number and beacon interval. To574

make the algorithm more effective, they reformulated the load balancing problem with a regression-575

based analytical RAW model of successful transmission probability [60], which was extrapolated576

using the results of two extreme cases (i.e., saturated traffic and one packet sent per RAW interval).577

Considering heterogeneous packet transmission intervals and such intervals may slowly change578

over time, Tian et al. [74] proposed the Traffic-Aware RAW Optimization Algorithm (TAROA)579

to adapt the RAW parameters in real time based on the current traffic conditions. Following the580

additive-increase multiplicative-decrease principle, TAROA introduces a traffic estimation method581

to predict the packet transmission interval of each station only using packet transmission informa-582

tion obtained by the AP during the past beacon intervals. TAROA further derives the optimal583

number of stations of a RAW group by using the simulation results under saturated state as an584

alternative to the RAW model. Based on the derived optimal number and estimated traffic, a585

heuristic algorithm is proposed to assign stations to groups in order to maximize the through-586

put. Tian et al. [75] proposed a more accurate traffic estimation method by exploiting the “More587

Data” header field and cross slot boundary feature, and integrated it into an enhanced version of588

TAROA, referred to as Enhanced Traffic-Aware RAW Optimization Algorithm (E-TAROA). In589

addition, Ahmed et al. [76] proposed a method in which the AP predicts the traffic transmission590

interval by dividing RAW into contention and reservation phases, and schedules the transmission591
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of subsequent frames before their arrivals. The three algorithms support homogeneous stations592

only, i.e., all stations use the same MCS and packet size.593

Tian et al. [61, 77] further proposed a Model-Based RAW Optimization Algorithm (MoROA)594

with the trained surrogate RAW model, which has a better estimation on the actual performance595

of a specific RAW configuration, to determine the optimal RAW configuration in real time through596

multi-objective optimization using the interior-point method. Its objective weight allows to attain597

either a throughput increase, fairness improvement, energy saving, or a weighted solution in be-598

tween. MoROA supports heterogeneous networks in terms of MCS and packet size, by introducing599

multiple RAW groups and assigning all homogeneous stations into a single RAW group. TAROA,600

the algorithm presented in [76] and MoROA are the only RAW related algorithms so far that601

support traffic estimation and dynamic traffic.602

5.3.3. Latency603

Khorov et al. [78] studied the usage of RAW in a scenario of emergency alerts. In such a604

scenario, multiple sensors are entrusted to react to the same emergency event, and it is enough605

to receive an alert message from any of these sensors. They first presented an easy-to-calculate606

mathematical model of alert delivery, which was adopted from the model of [58]. In order to make607

the model feasible to calculate with the limited computational resources of an AP, they assumed608

that stations do not try to retransmit. Such a simplification is based on the observation that,609

with very high probability, the successful alert delivery happens on the first transmission attempt610

of some emergency sensor. Subsequently, they used the model to dynamically reconfigure RAW611

parameters, i.e., number of RAW slots and RAW group duration, to minimize consumed channel612

timeshare while providing satisfactory reliability and delivery delay for an alert message.613

In order to provide reliable packet delivery with a constrained deadline, reservation-based chan-614

nel access is adopted by Madueno et al. [79]. They proposed an adaptive access mechanism sup-615

porting traffic patterns including periodic, on-demand (i.e., poisson arrival), and alarm reporting616

that corresponds to traffic generated by an event in which all affected devices are activated almost617

simultaneously. The proposed method is based on a periodically reoccurring pool of time slots,618

whose size is proactively determined based on the reporting activity. They split the reservation619

phase into two parts, i.e., the preallocated and the common pool. The preallocated pool consists of620

a fixed number of reservation slots, with each dedicated to a group of stations. The size of the com-621
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mon pool changes dynamically based on the number of collisions observed in the preallocated pool622

in order to identify traffic patterns and active stations, which will be assigned to contention-free623

RAW slots in data transmission phase. As such, it is able to provide efficient and reliable packet624

delivery with different traffic patterns within constrained deadlines. Furthermore, it provides a625

rationale for modeling the inter-arrival time in alarm events by using the Beta distribution.626

Similar to [79], Charania et al. [80] proposed a delay and energy aware RAW formation627

(DEARF) scheme, where Delay Sensitive Machine type Devices (DSMDs) coexist with other non-628

Delay Sensitive Machine type Devices (non-DSMDs). DEARF utilized four successive RAWs to629

provide contention-free data transmission for DSMDs and contention-based data transmission for630

non-DSMDs. First, the Contention Indication (CI) RAW is used to indicate to the AP that DSMDs631

have data to send. Second, the Delay Information Indication (DII) RAW contains only contention632

free slots, allowing DSMDs to send the AP a small control packet carrying the information of633

packet delay requirements and time of arrival. Third, the DSMDs Resource Allocation (DRA)634

RAW assigns contention free slots to these DSMDs, allowing them to transmit data frames. Fi-635

nally, the Non-DSMDs Resource Allocation (NRA) RAW are used by non-DSMDs contending for636

the channel to transmit data frame. As such, the DEARF scheme is able to improve reliability for637

DSMDs and energy efficiency for both DSMDs and non-DSMDs.638

5.3.4. Collisions or successful transmission probability639

Several station grouping algorithms for mitigating the collision probability have been proposed640

in [81, 82, 83, 84], and an algorithm aiming to maximize the successful transmissions probability641

was proposed in [85].642

Ogawa et al. [81] allowed a station to randomly select its AIFS value from a given range,643

then allocated stations into groups based on their AIFS values. Huang et al. [82] proposed the644

Registration-based Collision Avoidance (RCA) mechanism. In RCA, a station first generates a645

backoff value, then attaches it to the AssocReq frame and sends to the AP. Based on the recorded646

backoff values of all stations, the AP schedules the data transmission of the stations to avoid647

collisions and reduce the time wastage during the backoff countdown process. Similarly, Nabuuma648

et al. [83, 84] proposed to allow stations to set their backoff counters using the position of their649

AIDs in the group, and developed an analytical model to determine the upper bound of network650

throughput.651
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These solutions require modification on the DCF and EDCA mechanism inside RAW [81, 82,652

83, 84]. It is assumed that the AP knows the AIFS value of stations in [81] , which is not the case653

in reality. Moreover, stations access the channel in a deterministic manner instead of a random654

way in [82, 83, 84], such approaches only work when traffic is known in advance, and bring about655

unfairness issues.656

Park et al. [85] proposed an algorithm to estimate the number of devices based on the observed657

number of successful transmissions using the maximum likelihood estimation method, and further658

determined the number of RAW slots for a fixed number of devices and RAW group duration659

to maximize the successful transmissions probability. However, the algorithm is developed under660

the same assumption as [68, 69], i.e., a station randomly chooses a RAW slot to contend for the661

channel, which contradicts the IEEE 802.11ah RAW specification.662

5.3.5. Fairness663

Several algorithms have been proposed to improve the fairness of throughput among the compet-664

ing stations and aggregate network throughput based on different network characteristics, including665

data rate [86, 87], traffic patterns [88], and channel coefficients that provide a frequency-time de-666

scription of the channel [89].667

When stations are grouped without considering their physical data rate, for the same packet668

length, a lower data rate station occupies the channel for a longer time as compared to a higher669

data rate station. Therefore, the throughput of higher data rate stations are down-equalized to670

that of lower data rate stations, and the aggregate network throughput is degraded. To resolve671

this problem, Sangeetha et al. [86] presented analytical models for saturated state under data rate672

based grouping, and further designed an algorithm to group stations based on their data rate with673

the proposed model, in order to improve fairness and aggregate network throughput. Similarly,674

Mahesh et al. [87] presented an analytical model for saturated state when stations have different675

data rates, and group stations with the same data rate.676

Considering a network where stations have different traffic patterns, Lakshmi et al. [88] first677

divided stations into different groups, ensuring the transmission intervals and payload sizes of678

all stations in each group are the same. Based on the weight (i.e., the aggregate transmission679

time requirement) of each group, they formulated fair grouping in IEEE 802.11ah networks as an680

optimization problem, and developed a heuristic method to solve it in real-time. Moreover, to681
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further ensure fair channel utilization by the nodes in each group, they proposed a weight-based682

contention window selection method to dynamically adjusts the contention windows of each node.683

However, it requires modifications to the backoff process.684

Considering the heterogeneity of channel coefficients, Jahromi et al. [89] applied the Max-Min685

fairness criterion to the per-station throughput to increase the overall network performance with686

better fairness. They formulated the fairness issue as a non-convex integer programming problem,687

and applied the Ant Colony Optimization method to find the solution.688

5.3.6. QoS689

Initial works on QoS using RAW are presented in [90, 91], they simply assigned appropriate690

channel time to groups based on their priorities. Ahmed et al. [90] proposed a QoS-aware priority691

grouping to reduce collisions and ensure required bandwidth for rare but critical event-driven692

stations. It identifies stations into periodic and non-periodic (critical event-driven) types, and693

divides them into different groups according to their priority. If any overlap occurs between periodic694

stations and critical stations, the algorithm always ensures transmission of critical stations by695

freezing the periodic stations. However, there is a lack of details on the freezing mechanism.696

Mahesh et al. [91] divided the devices into several groups based on their transmission requirements697

and assigns each group a priority. As such, the group of devices with higher priority is allowed to698

access the channel for more time than the lower priority devices.699

5.3.7. Hidden nodes700

By allocating hidden nodes into orthogonal RAW groups, the simultaneous transmissions of701

hidden nodes can be eliminated and thus hidden node collisions can be avoided.702

Park et al. [92] conducted several simulations on random station grouping, demonstrating703

that it is a simple but very effective way to mitigate the hidden node problem in a large outdoor704

network using RAW. Dong et al. [93] simply divided the coverage area into several segments and705

assigned each segment a RAW slot. Stations are allocated into the corresponding RAW slot based706

on their location. These two algorithms assume the hidden nodes information or stations’ location707

is already known by the AP.708

Using the timing of arriving packets, Damayanti et al. [94] proposed a collision mitigation709

scheme. First, it detects the collision chain, and lets the AP broadcast a collision chain indication710
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(CCI) to only allow the devices that have transmitted a frame before (but failed due to collision)711

to keep contending for the channel. The devices contending after CCI reception piggyback the712

transmission time of the previous transmission attempt on the next transmission frame, so that713

the AP can construct a table of carrier-sensitivity among devices using the timing of arriving714

packets. Subsequently, based on the constructed carrier-sensitivity table, they proposed a grouping715

algorithm to perform both initial grouping and regrouping. Similarly, Yoon et al. [95] proposed716

to add a subfield in the PS-poll frame to record transmission time, which allows stations to detect717

hidden nodes using the timing of arriving packets as well. Based on this detection scheme, a718

hidden node matrix is created that is subsequently used by a heuristic algorithm to minimize the719

probability of hidden nodes pairs sharing the same RAW slot.720

Zhu et al. [96] utilized the ACK frames to detect hidden nodes. Specifically, for a downlink721

transmissions from the AP to station A, if station B cannot hear the ACK from station A to the AP,722

then station B considers station A as its hidden node and informs the AP. As such, the AP is able723

to create a table of the potential hidden nodes in the network. Subsequently, the AP regroups the724

stations into different contention groups according to either a centralized Viterbi-like algorithm or725

a decentralized iterative updating manner, reducing hidden nodes pairs to a predefined threshold.726

Similarly, Wang et al. [97] utilized the AssocResp frame to detect hidden nodes and generate a727

hidden relationship matrix during association. They further proposed a greedy algorithm that728

always assigns a node to a group with the least hidden node pairs. However, this distributed way729

of grouping stations is not in accordance with the RAW specification.730

Ghasemiahmadi et al. [98] proposed a Received Signal Strength (RSS) based grouping strategy731

to solve the hidden node problem. In this scheme, the AP randomly chooses the group heads that732

transmit pilots at fixed intervals. A node measure the sensed power of these pilots and choose to733

join the group whose pilot has the highest RSS. As such, nodes in the same group can be close734

enough that the probability of having a hidden node is very low.735

Instead of only minimizing the hidden node pairs sharing the same transmission slot, [99]736

presents the only algorithm so far that takes the traffic of hidden nodes into account. Assum-737

ing the hidden node pairs and traffic are known, they formulated an NP-hard 0/1 integer linear738

programming, and proposed an approximation algorithm to find the solution in a fast way.739
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Table 7: Existing research on RAW optimization algorithms.

Objective Reference

Additional

evaluated

metrics

Method Traffic
Network

heterogeneity
Comments

Energy

[68]
probability theory,

hill climbing.
periodic

In [68, 69], stations

randomly choose

a RAW slot,

contradicting

RAW specification.

[69] delivery ratio
markov chain,

gradient descent.
periodic

[70]
markov chain,

max-min.
periodic transmission interval

[71] latency
contention

reservation
poisson arrival

Throughput

[72] set partitioning saturated state
[72] splits RAW

slot unevenly,

contradicting RAW

specification.

[74, 75, 77, 76] supports

traffic estimation,

and dynamic

traffic.

[73] greedy algorithm periodic transmission interval

[60] fairness
regress model,

greedy algorithm.
periodic transmission interval

[74, 75] latency, energy.
multiplicative

decrease.
periodic transmission interval

[76] energy, latency
contention,

reservation

periodic,

saturated state.
transmission interval

[77] energy
surrogate model,

interior-point.
periodic

transmission interval,

packet sizes,

MCSs.

Latency

[78] delivery ratio markov chain alarm traffic

[78] considers the

first successful

transmitted packet.

[79] false alarm ratio
probability theory,

channel reservation.

periodic, poisson

arrival, alarm.
traffic pattern

[80]
energy, deadline

miss ratio.

probability theory,

channel reservation.
poisson arrival

Collisions

probability

[81]
throughput,

energy, latency.
AIFS value based

Use modified backoff

process to mitigate

collisions inside RAW.

[82]
throughput,

delivery ratio.

registered backoff

value based

[83, 84]
throughput,

latency.

deterministic

backoff value based

Successful

transmission

probability

[85]
throughput,

energy, latency.

maximum

likelihood

Same assumption as

[68, 69]

Fairness

[86, 87] throughput
markov chain,

heuristic method.
saturated state MCSs

Fairness of throughput

among individual

stations.

[88]
throughput,

energy, latency.
heuristic method periodic

transmission interval,

packet sizes.

[89] throughput max-min
channel

coefficients

QoS

[90] throughput set partitioning
periodic,

event-driven
traffic pattern

Simply assign group

duration based on

priorities.

[90] lacks of details.
[91] throughput set partitioning periodic

transmission interval,

MCSs.

Hidden

nodes

[92]
energy, latency,

delivery ratio.
random grouping

Splitting stations

among groups under

fixed group number.

Group duration is not

taken into account.

[98] contradicts RAW

specification;

[92, 93, 99] assumes

hidden nodes pairs

or stations’ location

are known by the AP.

[93] throughput location based

[94, 95]
throughput,

energy, latency.

timing of arriving

based

[96]
throughput,

energy, latency.
ACK based

[97]
throughput,

energy, latency.
AssocResp based

[98] throughput RSS based

Hidden

traffic
[99] delivery ratio linear programming
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5.3.8. Conclusion740

In Table 7, we highlight the existing RAW algorithms from various aspects, including objective,741

additional evaluated metrics, method, traffic type, network heterogeneity (i.e., stations have dif-742

ferent transmission intervals,traffic patterns, packet sizes, MCSs, and channel coefficients), etc. As743

for the traffic type, the event-driven traffic usually follows a certain pattern (e.g., poisson arrival),744

while the alarm traffic refers to the traffic generated by an emergency event and all affected devices745

are activated almost simultaneously.746

Based on the above description and analysis, we derive the following conclusions on RAW opti-747

mization algorithms. First, as IEEE 802.11ah is designed for IoT scenarios, most of the algorithms748

consider machine-type traffic, i.e., periodic, event-driven (e.g, possion arrival) and alarm traffic.749

For periodic traffic, some works [74, 75, 77] support the scenarios where the transmission interval750

slowly changes over time. Second, homogeneous networks, as well as heterogeneous networks in751

terms of transmission interval have been widely investigated. A few algorithms support diverse752

MCSs and packet sizes, and channel coefficient is considered in [89]. Third, utilizing RAW to753

provide differentiated QoS for different stations and applications is at a very early stage, as the754

current QoS related algorithms simply assign longer duration to groups of higher priority. Fourth,755

existing collision probability related algorithms merely utilize the backoff counter or AIFSN values756

to mitigate collisions inside RAW, which are either unrealistic or require modification to the mech-757

anism. Fifth, existing hidden nodes related algorithms focus on reducing the number of hidden758

nodes with a fixed number of RAW groups. Only [99] takes traffic load into account. Sixth, current759

algorithms mainly focus on single AP network scenarios, which have laid a solid foundation for760

future studies on multi-AP network scenarios and range extension using relays.761

6. Current Research on TIM Segmentation762

Several studies have investigated the performance of TIM segmentation from various aspects.763

As highlighted in Table 8, some of them focus on utilizing TIM segmentation to reduce the energy764

consumption for downlink traffic [100, 101, 102, 103], while others are interested in the joint usage765

of TIM segmentation and RAW for supporting both uplink an downlink traffic [104, 105, 106, 107],766

aiming to provide differentiated network services.767

Ji et al. [100] presented a three-level hierarchical TIM compression coding structure to decrease768
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Table 8: Existing research on TIM Segmentation.

Traffic Reference Objective Description

Downlink

[100] energy, throughput TIM coding to decrease the TIM bitmap size.

[101] energy, latency Performance analysis through experiments.

[102, 103] energy, latency Dynamically changes the membership of nodes.

Downlink,

uplink

[104] energy Building an analytical model of RAW and TIM.

[105] energy, throughput Using RAW to set up a protected interval for TIM stations.

[106] energy, throughput, latency Performance analysis of RAW and TIM through experiments.

[107]
energy, throughput, latency,

reliability
Performance analysis of RAW and TIM through experiments

.

reliability

the TIM bitmap size, reducing the TIM beacon overhead in terms of energy consumption and769

throughput.770

Badihi et al. [101] analyzed the performance of the TIM segmentation mechanism in an actu-771

ation use case for connected lighting from the perspective of latency and power consumption in772

the downlink direction, under various network configurations. The results show a tradeoff exists773

between the latency and power consumption, lower latency can be achieved using shorter DTIM774

intervals at the cost of higher power consumption. Moreover, it reveals that the power consumption775

of stations with very low downlink traffic frequency is dominated by beacon frame receptions, which776

is a major issue for TIM segmentation. To address the this issue, Kim et al. [102, 103] proposed777

a method that dynamically changes the membership of nodes. They assigned a primary and a778

secondary AID to a station. As such the station belongs to two different TIM groups, allowing it779

to switch between the groups and rearrange its traffic to maximize overall sleeping time without780

causing delay to data delivery.781

Considering a RAW group consisting of one downlink TIM segment and one uplink segment,782

Bel et al. [104] presented an analytical model for the energy consumption. The model is able to783

provide an estimation of the average energy consumed by a station and predict its battery lifetime,784

based on a set of closed-form equations. In addition, this model can be used as a tool to understand785

the effects of the RAW and TIM segmentation parameters on energy consumption, and to find a786

suitable network configuration for a given application.787

For a heterogeneous network consisting of a high number of low-power stations with sporadic788

traffic and several powered stations with saturated traffic, Kureev et al. [105] proposed using RAW789
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to set up a protected interval during which only a subset of low-power stations transmit their PS-790

Polls to retrieve downlink packets indicated by TIM elements. While the rest of beacon interval791

can be used for uplink transmission. A simple and accurate mathematical method was further792

developed to set up the parameters in order to reduce power consumption for low-power stations,793

and increase throughput for the other stations.794

Considering co-existing high-throughput video streaming traffic and large-scale reliable sensing795

traffic, Seferagic et al. [106] investigated how RAW and TIM segmentation influence scalabil-796

ity, throughput, latency and energy efficiency in the presence of bidirectional TCP/IP traffic.797

The experimental results enable the fine tuning of RAW and TIM segmentation parameters for798

throughput-demanding reliable applications (i.e., video streaming, firmware updates) on one hand,799

and very dense low-throughput reliable networks with bidirectional traffic on the other hand.800

Seferagic et al. [107] further explored the scalability of IEEE 802.11ah networks hosting both801

control loops and monitoring sensors. They extended the work of [101] by considering (i) various802

delay requirements, both shorter and longer, in control loops that include both sensing and actu-803

ation, (ii) jitter in control loops and (iii) scalability of monitoring stations (uplink only) operating804

alongside low-latency time-critical control loops (both uplink and downlink). The experiments re-805

veal that, assigning the control loop end-nodes to dedicated RAW time slots result in over 99.99%806

successful deliveries, and adjusting the TIM beacon interval can ensures latency requirements of807

control loop at the cost of reduced throughput and energy efficiency. This demonstrates that808

IEEE 802.11ah can meet reliability and low-latency demands up to a certain extent.809

7. Current Research on Network Security810

Several studies have investigated the network security issues of IEEE 802.11ah from various811

aspects. As highlighted in Table 9, [108, 109] utilize phase encryption to enhance the security of812

the PHY layer, [110, 111, 112] improve the security at the link setup stage, while [113] focuses on813

medium access and presents a performance model under selfish attacks.814

The phase encryption is a type of encryption at the PHY layer, in which the modulated symbol815

data is adjusted by changing phases and amplitudes in the transmitter, while the phase decryption816

is the reverse process in the receiver. To enhance the security of IEEE 802.11ah at the PHY layer,817

by applying Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer algorithm to calculate the amplitude, phase,818
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sine, and cosine, Hoang et al. [108, 109] developed a low complexity hardware circuit for phase819

encryption and decryption for a variety of high complex modulation types (i.e., from 16 to 256820

QAM) of the IEEE 802.11ah physical transceiver.821

By integrating the Fast Initial Link Setup (FILS) scheme specified in the IEEE 802.11ai stan-822

dard into IEEE 802.11ah networks, Zhang et al. [110, 111] proposed the Fast Key Re-authentication823

(FKR) scheme, in order to simplify the process of the authentication and key generation while keep-824

ing the same security level of the FILS. FKR accelerates the re-authentication process by employing825

a single station’s nonce for the introduction of the randomness to the system. The AP’s nonce can826

be calculated with the station’s nonce for the hash function to be used in the next authentication827

round. Due to the single nonce introduced in every round of authentication, the protocol is able828

to shorten the authentication process to only two messages. Based on the IEEE 802.11 key829

management with the IEEE 802.1X authentication mechanism, Kim et al. [112] proposed a new830

Authentication and Key Management (AKM) mechanism for IEEE 802.11ah networks, in order to831

establish a security association between a resource-constrained IoT station and an AP. A station-832

side authentication server (SAS) is introduced to allow stations to delegate most of the burden of833

authentication and key derivation to it. As such, stations only need to verify mutual authenticity834

with the AP by using basic encryption and decryption functions. Moreover, the security algorithms835

used for deriving the session key are independent of the IoT stations and thus can be replaced with836

other algorithms without affecting the IoT stations.837

For IEEE 802.11ah networks that are under selfish attack, in which selfish nodes gain advantage838

on channel access by using a backoff configuration (e.g. smaller contention window) that is not839

compliant with the standard, Liew et al. [113] proposed an evolutionary game model for channel840

access where the throughput is modelled as the player payoff. The model is able to predict the841

performance with a given number of selfish players and their backoff configuration, and shows that842

the increase of selfish nodes poses a severe concern for resource availability of the honest nodes.843

8. Miscellaneousness844

8.1. TWT845

Some early works have been published on TWT [114, 59, 115, 116]. As RAW can be used846

for protecting TWT stations from collisions with other stations during the TWT SP, Zhang [114]847
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Table 9: Existing research on network security.

Reference Target Description

[108, 109] PHY layer Developing a hardware circuit of phase encryption and decryption.

[110, 111] link setup Introducing single station’s nonce in every round of authentication.

[112] link setup Introduced an authentication server for authentication and key derivation.

[113] medium access Developing an evolutionary game model for networks under selfish attack.

proposed to interleave TWT stations. As such, their TWT SP can be covered by a single RAW,848

reducing the RAW indication overhead while minimizing the transmission latency. Santi et al. [59]849

implemented the TWT feature in the IEEE 802.11ah ns-3 simulator [40] and evaluated its perfor-850

mance, showing that the sleeping time dominates the battery life when having longer transmission851

intervals and the beacon reception affects the energy consumption significantly. Santi et al. [115]852

further studied the energy consumption of the co-existence of RAW and TWT stations. The results853

showed that the presence of RAW stations can have a negative effect on the energy efficiency of854

TWT stations, and a proper channel access scheduling can mitigate this negative effect without855

degrading throughput performance of RAW stations. One of the problems of TWT is the clock856

drift, as it results in devices ceasing to strictly comply with the schedule, therefore missing the857

scheduled transmission time, which increases active time and thus power consumption. To solve858

this problem, Bankov et al. [116] studied the packet delivery ratio, energy consumption and latency859

of TWT uplink data transmissions in the presence of the clock drift for two TWT flow types. In860

the first flow type, a sensor transmits a packet to the AP after waking up. In the second flow type,861

a station transmits a packet only after receiving a trigger frame from the AP. The results show862

that the second flow type is more energy efficient, while the first flow type has better performance863

in terms of packet delivery ratio and latency.864

8.2. Sectorized grouping865

A few works have focused on sectorized grouping [117, 118, 119]. Bhandari et al. [117] proposed866

a method in which the AP first broadcasts beacons to different geographical locations by utilizing867

simple sectorized beams. Subsequently, the stations of each sector are further divided into different868

RAW groups uniformly within the sectors. While Ngo et al. [118] suggested the AP works in869

directional mode and beamforms in the direction of 2 sectors, therefore stations of different sectors870
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can access the channel at the same time without causing collisions. Ngo et al. [119] further proposed871

a four-way handshake to avoid hidden nodes inside the sectors, and a three-way handshake to872

prevent the stations from polling the AP at the same time.873

8.3. New channel contention approaches874

Several new channel contention mechanisms have been proposed to mitigate channel collisions875

in IEEE 802.11ah networks [120, 121, 122]. Cheng et al. [120] proposed a channel-aware contention876

window adaption (CA-CWA) algorithm. Using the maximum likelihood estimation method, CA-877

CWA first estimates the current network congestion level represented by channel busyness ratio (the878

percentage of time that a station senses the channel is busy during a certain time interval). Sub-879

sequently, it dynamically adapts the contention window based on the network congestion level, to880

support applications with strict deadline constraints in IEEE 802.11ah. To support unpredictable881

and time-critical alarm events (e.g., fire alarm), Zhang et al. [121] proposed a standard-compliant882

timer mechanism called Limited Local Extension (LLE). In LLE, when a sensor with a pending883

alarm-report detects an alarm-report sent by another sensor, it extends its own backoff timer by884

a random duration to avoid collision. Different from the existing BEB, Gopinath et al. [122]885

proposed a backoff algorithm with appropriate integer sequences to resolve channel contention.886

With m backoff stages in total, a station resets its CW to the initial CW value when a successful887

transmission occurs before the middle backoff stages i = (m/2−1), otherwise it resets its CW with888

the CW value of the previous backoff stage.889

8.4. Mobility management890

Research presented in [123] analysed the influence of Random Walk, Gauss-Markov, and Ran-891

dom Waypoint mobility models on IEEE 802.11ah with different traffic pattern schemes. The892

results suggest that the overall performance of the network is decreasing along with the increasing893

number of RAW slots, and RAW slot duration.894

For a multi-Radio Access Technology (RAT) device that implements both IEEE 802.11ah and895

a LPWAN technology (e.g., NB-IoT or LoRa), an vertical handover between these two wireless896

technologies is required in order to benefit from larger coverage of LPWAN and higher throughput897

of IEEE 802.11ah. Instead of performing vertical handover based on periodic listening for beacons,898

Santi et al. [124] proposed an approach to allow the RAT device, which moves away from or899
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toward an area covered by an IEEE 802.11ah AP, to decide whether or not to wake up for listening900

for beacons based on its location. The results show that, the proposed location-based approach901

improves energy consumption of the RAT device by 100 times, and remains similar link set-up902

time.903

8.5. Relaying904

Studies on extending the transmission range using relays are presented in [125, 126]. Kocan905

et al. [125] provided a comprehensive analysis of IEEE 802.11ah on the level of achievable range906

extension through the implementation of half-duplex decode and forward (DF) relay stations (RS)907

in communication between an AP and an end-stations (ST). Assuming a Rician fading channel908

between AP and ST, and a Rayleigh fading channel on the RS – ST link, it analytically derives909

results on achievable ranges for the most robust MCSs, both for downlink and uplink transmission.910

Ali et al. [126] proposed to extend the operating range of a UAV communication network using911

IEEE 802.11ah. It considers a UAV network with a Ground Control Substation (GCS) and two912

tiers of UAV nodes. The nodes in the first and second tier work as relay nodes and non-relay913

nodes, respectively. GCS allocates RAW slots to relay nodes, and relay nodes further allocates914

RAW slots to non-relay nodes, in order to reduce the contention among nodes and keep them915

in doze mode as much as possible. Ahmed et al. [127] proposed to dynamically allocate non-916

interfering channels and MCSs to stations, and designed a hybrid channel access mechanism with917

a combination of contention and reservation, in order to improve the throughput and latency for918

multi-hop scenarios.919

8.6. Network slicing920

Network Slicing in Radio Access Technologies (RATs) is a novel approach to dividing the wire-921

less network into isolated logical slices which are defined following their requirements and features922

in a service-driven way. Libório et al. [128] applied the network slicing concept to IEEE 802.11ah923

networks. A Virtual Network Slicing Broker (VNSB) is proposed, which is a Virtual Network924

Function (VNF) instantiated inside a Software Defined Network (SDN) controller. The VNSB925

communicates with an IEEE 802.11ah network AP via a southbound Application Program Inter-926

face (API). It first obtains the slicing templates which describes the services features and respective927

QoS restrictions, based on information from the northbound API. Subsequently, the VNSB uses the928
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data flow reported by the AP to compute network performance per slice and therefore recompute929

the RAW parameters over time, in order to reallocate available resources between slices, improving930

network capacity and maintaining the network QoS performance.931

8.7. Dynamic frequency allocation932

Pandya et al. [129] presented an interference aware dynamic frequency allocation scheme for933

OBSS to improve channel utilization. The main idea is to allow each AP to employ multiple934

frequency sub-bands and associate nodes to these sub-bands dynamically. Specifically, it first935

quantifies the active interference from other nodes, with respect to the load presented by these936

nodes. If an intra- or inter-BSS node actively generates high interference, the node is allocated to937

a frequency sub-band where interference caused by it is less significant.938

8.8. Coexistence in sub-1GHz bands939

Liu et al. [130] presented coexistence techniques that can achieve fair spectrum sharing be-940

tween IEEE 802.11ah and IEEE 802.15.4g networks. An energy detection clear channel assessment941

method was proposed to enable IEEE 802.11ah devices to detect ongoing IEEE 802.15.4g packet942

transmissions. Moreover, they introduced a backoff mechanism for IEEE 802.11ah devices to avoid943

interfering with the IEEE 802.15.4g packet transmission process.944

The IEEE 802.11ah technology operates at the sub-1GHz bands that are subject to various945

coexistence regulations set by the authorities. In Europe, devices in the sub-1GHz bands must946

comply with the maximum duty cycle limit of 2.8%, provided that they support Listen Before Talk947

(LBT) [131]. The duty cycle is defined as the percentage of the maximum transmitter “on” time948

on one carrier frequency, measured over a one hour period. Hazmi et al. [132] investigated the949

challenges of such duty cycle limitations and its effect on the IEEE 802.11ah network performance950

from the uplink transmission perspective. The obtained results show that, in the presence of the951

tight coexistence requirements at the sub-1GHz bands, IEEE 802.11ah can provide efficient support952

for the most important use cases, such as home/building automation and healthcare, where the953

traffic of an individual station or node is strongly unsaturated.954

Shafiq et al. [133] considered a Cognitive Radio (CR) scenario where a secondary network955

co-located with a primary network, using the IEEE 802.11ah and IEEE 802.11af protocol respec-956

tively. The secondary users (SUs) exploit the licensed channels whenever the legitimate primary957
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Table 10: Related research on IEEE 802.11ah Hardware Prototypes.

Reference Outcome Description

[134, 135, 136] prototype Building a prototype using Software Defined Radio (SDR).

[137] prototype Building a prototype using Digital Signal Processor (DSP).

[138, 139] chip Developing the transmitter and receiver.

[140] receiver structure Proposing a receiver structure for high interference environments.

users (PUs) are inactive, and meanwhile, secondary users are obligated to immediately vacate the958

channel once PUs become active. To avoid collisions between SUs and PUs, especially hidden PUs,959

they introduced a carrier sense Restricted Access Collision and Interference Resolutions (RACIR)960

protocol for CR-based IEEE 802.11ah networks. RACIR first introduces a decentralized group split961

algorithm to distribute the participating stations into multiple groups based on a probabilistic es-962

timation method to resolve collisions. Second, in order to avoid hidden PUs, both transmitter and963

receiver conduct carrier sensing. Once active PUs are detected, a transmitter or receiver broadcasts964

a jam signal to stop transmission and invoke a blocking state for a predefined time, in order to965

vacate the channel for PUs.966

9. Prototypes, Products and Simulators967

9.1. Hardware Prototypes968

Several IEEE 802.11ah hardware prototypes for the PHY have been developed [134, 135, 137,969

138, 139, 140, 136], as highlighted in Table 10. Aust et al. [134] built a real-time MIMO-OFDM970

testing platform for evaluating narrow-band sub-1GHz transmission characteristics. Aust et al.971

[135] further proposed a SDR platform for IEEE 802.11ah experimentation, operating at the 900972

MHz band, and used it to perform an over-the-air protocol performance assessment. Moreover,973

Tschimben et. al [136] implemented a prototype based on two software defined radios (i.e., USRP974

X310s with UBX-40 daughterboards) and a GNU Radio model (i.e., gr-ieee802-11). Casas et975

al. [137] introduced an architecture for a programmable IEEE 802.11ah Wi-Fi modem based on976

Cadence-Tensilica DSP. Ba et al. [138] developed a fully digital polar IEEE 802.11ah transmitter.977

With a 1 voltage supply, it achieves more than 10 times power reduction compared to the state-of-978

the-art OFDM transceivers. Without any complicated PA pre-distortion techniques, it passes all979
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the PHY requirements of the mandatory modes of IEEE 802.11ah with 4.4% EVM, while consuming980

7.1mW with 0dBm output power. The second generation fully-digital polar transmitter (TX) was981

released, and a receiver was developed as well, by Ba et al. one year later [139]. The new transmitter982

improves the EVM to -31dB with 10 dB spectral mask margin while the receiver achieves 6 dB983

noise figure for the sub-1GHz bands from 755 MHz to 928 MHz. As the performance of receiver984

that uses Least Square (LS) channel estimator and Viterbi decoder degrades in high interference985

environment, Bishnu et al. [140] proposed a robust generic OFDM based receiver structure for high986

interference environments. The proposed receiver is based on non-parametric maximum likelihood987

channel estimation followed by a Viterbi decoder, whose branch metric is updated based on the988

distribution of residual errors.989

9.2. Products990

In industry, several companies, such as Methods2Business, Morse Micro and Newracom, are991

working on commercial IEEE 802.11ah chipsets. A few products have been brought into the market992

recently, such as NRC7292 (Newracom) [141], M2B7011/ M2B7211 (Methods2Business) [142], and993

more are expected to come in the near future. Based on the openly published data sheet [143], the994

NRC7292 operates at 750 - 950 MHz frequency band, with 1, 2, 4 MHz channel bandwidths being995

supported. It contains external RF front end module which can increase transmission power up to996

23 dBm, supporting data rate from 15 Kbps to 15 Mbps. Moreover, the legacy low power mode997

and TWT are implemented.998

9.3. Simulators development999

A software simulator, which can accurately represent the behaviour of IEEE 802.11ah and1000

support scalable, repeatable experiments in a resource efficient way, is essential to conduct accurate1001

IEEE 802.11ah performance evaluation and validating the related algorithms. There are several1002

simulators available for running experiments on IEEE 802.11ah, including Matlab, OMNeT++,1003

and ns-3. Both OMNeT++ and ns-3 are open source, discrete-event network simulators for wired1004

and wireless networks. On the one hand, OMNeT++ has extensive Graphical User Interface (GUI)1005

support, and allows building network topologies graphically. Therefore, it provides easy definition1006

of network simulation scenarios. In contrast, ns-3 uses command line interfaces for simulation which1007

is less user friendly. However, ns-3 has finer simulation granularity than OMNeT++, leading to1008

more accurate simulation results [144].1009
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The IEEE 802.11ah module of Matlab focuses on PHY, supports IEEE 802.11ah waveform1010

generation including modulation/demodulation, channel coding, signal transmission/reception, and1011

channel modeling [145]. An early implementation of the IEEE 802.11ah RAW feature was done in1012

the OMNeT++ simulator by Raeesi et al. [54]. However, the software was not made available as1013

open source.1014

The IEEE 802.11ah module implemented in the ns-3 network simulator, supports a wide range of1015

features in both PHY and MAC layers [40, 146]. As ns-3 is designed in a modular way and already1016

supports several IEEE 802.11 technologies [147], the IEEE 802.11ah module is implemented by1017

modifying several components. At PHY, the corresponding components (i.e., InterferenceHelper,1018

ErrorRateModel, WifiPhy, YansWifiPhy and Propagation LossModel) are revised to support MCS1019

0 to 9 at all supported bandwidths from 1 to 16 MHz, three types of PPDU formats, and a va-1020

riety of sub-1GHz propagation loss models. At the MAC layer, the corresponding components1021

(i.e., MacHigh, DcaTxop, EdcaTxopN, DcfManager and WifiRemoteStationManager) are modi-1022

fied and two new componments (i.e., S1gFrame Header and RAWConfiguration) are created, in1023

order to support the AID hierarchical organization, fast association, RAW, TIM segmentation and1024

adaptive MCS. The implementation is modular, allowing it to be easily extended with additional1025

IEEE 802.11ah-specific features, and has been made available as open source [148]. Moreover, a1026

user-friendly interactive visualization and post-processing tool was developed for IEEE 802.11ah,1027

called ahVisualizer [149], enabling much faster and easier data analysis and monitoring of ns-31028

simulations.1029

10. Open issues and future research directions1030

A lot of research has been done in the past years on various aspects of IEEE 802.11ah. The1031

existing research has made great contributions towards a scalable low-power Wi-Fi solution for IoT1032

applications. However, there are still some open research issues that can be addressed.1033

10.1. Heterogeneous networks1034

Current research mainly focuses on homogeneous networks (i.e., all the stations have the same1035

parameters), or heterogeneous networks mainly in terms of transmission interval. Only a few1036

works consider a single network with stations that have different MCSs [62, 77, 86, 91], packet1037

sizes [62, 77, 88], or channel coefficients [89]. However, in reality, the heterogeneity of the network1038
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can be more complex. More research is needed in the scope of heterogeneous networks where not1039

only transmission intervals, but also other parameters (e.g., MCS, bandwidth, transmission power,1040

traffic patterns and rate control) vary from station to station. Moreover, future research needs to1041

take into account the dynamics of the network, i.e., the parameters of stations change over time1042

or stations join and leave the network dynamically.1043

The optimization of heterogeneous networks can be resolved in three steps, including parameter1044

screening, modeling and grouping. For parameter screening, a combinatorial design method called1045

locating array [150] can be applied to identify the sensitive parameters that have significant impact1046

on performance, the insensitive parameters that have trivial impact, and the two-way interactions1047

between parameters. Based on the screening results, by ignoring the insensitive parameters and1048

taking the two-way interactions into account, performance models can be built using surrogate1049

modeling with experimental or realistic simulation results of a set of training data points, and1050

validated with experimental results of a set of test data points. Finally, based on the performance1051

models and the dynamics of the network, an optimization problem can be formulated to derive an1052

appropriate station grouping strategy, in order to satisfy the required performance metrics.1053

10.2. Quality of service1054

The current algorithms on utilizing RAW to provide QoS are in early stage, as they only built1055

RAW models on EDCA or simply assign longer duration to groups of higher priority [66, 67, 90, 91].1056

In addition, a few research works consider the joint usage of RAW and TIM segmentation to provide1057

two differentiated network services for certain scenarios, revealing there is a trade-off between1058

different performance objectives [104, 105, 106, 107]. Therefore, it is still an open issue to leverage1059

IEEE 802.11ah to support network scenarios where different types of stations and applications with1060

varying QoS requirements co-exist, such as low latency for critical services, high energy efficiency1061

for low-power IoT devices, and stable throughput for data streaming applications. Designing such1062

an algorithm is challenging especially when the network resource is limited as the approaches for1063

meeting each of the performance requirement may affect each other. For instance, deterministic1064

latency could result in lower channel utilization and therefore lower throughput. Similarly, lower1065

latency achieved by shorter beacon intervals could lead to higher power consumption.1066

A combination of RAW, TIM segmentation, TWT and other features might be a potential1067

solution. Firstly, the appropriate features that can be utilized for each performance requirement1068
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should be determined. For example, RAW can be chosen for deterministic latency, stable through-1069

put or traffic with different priorities, TIM segmentation or TWT can be selected for low-power1070

IoT devices depending on the traffic (e.g., downlink or uplink, frequent or sporadic). Secondly,1071

the airtime assigned to each feature can be derived by formulating an multi-objective optimization1072

problem with certain constraints.1073

10.3. Multi-AP scenario1074

The existing research mainly focuses on a single AP network (i.e., BSS). However, multi-AP1075

scenarios are quite common in reality, which should be considered in future work. Compared to a1076

single BSS, dealing with the interference among the neighbouring BSSs is more challenging for both1077

the link set-up and data exchange phases, as it does not only suffer from the hidden node problem1078

but also the exposed node problem in which the transmissions are suppressed unnecessarily by1079

sensing signals that are actually ignorable.1080

The inter-AP coordination or non-coordination can be applied to interference avoidance, as1081

both of them have been successfully applied to legacy Wi-Fi networks [151, 152]. The coordination1082

supports ease of management and often results in better performance, as the network is observed1083

and managed by a central control unit. However, due to stringent beacon frame timing constraints,1084

it may be only possible over larger time frames and not at the start of each beacon interval. On1085

the other hand, the uncoordinated methods are more scalable and applicable, especially for dense1086

uncoordinated small cell deployments, making it more attractive for IoT scenarios.1087

10.4. Coexistence in sub-1GHz bands1088

IEEE 802.11ah operates at sub-1GHz bands in 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 MHz channel bandwidths.1089

As such, it spans over larger frequency spectrum in comparison to other sub-1GHz technologies1090

(e.g. LoRa, SigFoX, 802.15.4g), and they are likely to interfere with each other. Given their low1091

power nature and wide area coverage, as well as different PHY and MAC characteristics (i.e.,1092

chirp spread spectrum, ultra-narrow band, OFDM, etc.), they may impact each otherexperience1093

mutual degradation in different ways. For example, in Europe, LoRa and 802.15.4g partly share1094

the frequency spectrum with IEEE 802.11ah. A limited research on interference between 802.15.4g1095

and IEEE 802.11ah has demonstrated that fair spectrum sharing between them can be achieved1096

[130]. However, considering long transmission times of LoRa and the back-off mechanisms of1097
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IEEE 802.11ah, coexistence issues are expected, but not explored yet. In addition, interferes that1098

do not comply to EU duty cycle regulations (e.g. communication between a crane operator and1099

the construction team on the ground) may highly congest the shared radio bands in that location.1100

More research is needed in the context of sub-1GHz technology coexistence, including detection1101

and identification of the interfering technologies in the shared spectrum, as well as the interference1102

mitigation strategies in order to manage coexisting networks in the future when sub-1GHz bands1103

become highly congested, much like 2.4GHz shared spectrum is at present.1104

To minimize the mutual degradation in the shared spectrum, it is vital to be able to identify the1105

presence of interfering technologies, and to correctly classify them [153, 154], as well as to make use1106

of appropriate mitigation strategy for the case in question. Innovation in interference mitigation1107

strategies will likely focus on PHY/MAC reconfiguration mechanisms (such as automatic selection1108

of robust coding schemes, increasing error-correction codes, etc.) designed for improving coexis-1109

tence. Additionally, more scalable coexistence solution may include inter-technology negotiation,1110

exchange and coordination of MAC schedules between the coexisting technologies, which would1111

require innovative technology-agnostic signalling.1112

10.5. Time-Sensitive Networking1113

Some wireless technologies have been aiming to provide Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN)-1114

compliant capabilities defined by the IEEE 802.1 TSN task group [155], such as 5G New Radio (NR)1115

for factory automation [156, 157], w-SHARP [158] and Wireless High-Performance (WirelessHP)1116

[159]. Although several studies demonstrated that they can achieve sub-millisecond or millisecond1117

latency, these technologies are greatly limited in range (in the order of 10 m) and are only suitable1118

for localized communication solutions such as a single robotic cell with a dedicated Programmable1119

Logic Controller (PLC). However, in process automation, a plant typically has (as) few PLCs (as1120

possible) regulating various processes, which can span over hundreds of meters or even kilometers.1121

Wiring is thus very expensive and deployment can take months due to the large area. IEEE1122

802.11ah has the potential to be optimized for this domain [21]. Although it cannot guarantee as1123

low latency as the aforementioned technologies, it could be applied to process automation with1124

somewhat slower dynamics (e.g., recycling plants, oil refineries etc.).1125

Lack of determinism in legacy IEEE 802.11 technologies makes it challenging to comply with the1126

time-critical requirements of industrial applications. However, study has shown that the delay and1127
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jitter of a Wi-Fi system can be improved [160]. IEEE 802.11ah introduces novelties on its MAC1128

layer and combines legacy stochastic medium access with deterministic via RAW time-slotting,1129

which opens additional possibilities for research and case-studies in this domain. Making use of1130

RAW, TIM segmentation and dual back-off mechanisms could be instrumental in adapting IEEE1131

802.11ah to the TSN paradigm.1132

10.6. Real-life validation1133

Given the non-availability of certified hardware for research in the past years, the research on1134

IEEE 802.11ah is based on IEEE 802.11ah PHY prototypes, mathematical models and simulation.1135

The novel PHY and MAC mechanism of IEEE 802.11ah was mainly validated in lab environments1136

so far. With IEEE 802.11ah products coming to the market recently [141, 142], validation of1137

theoretical and simulation results in practical deployments would motivate a quicker adoption of1138

this technology in real IoT deployments.1139

11. Conclusion1140

IEEE 802.11ah is considered as a promising next generation Wi-Fi technology for large-scale1141

and low-power IoT applications. This article provides a comprehensive overview and analysis of1142

the research trends in IEEE 802.11ah, consisting of three contributions. First, we presented a1143

brief description of the IEEE 802.11ah standards, including both the PHY layer and MAC layer,1144

especially highlighting the novel features of the standard. Second, the existing research is compre-1145

hensively reviewed and analyzed from various perspectives, such as the targeted features, research1146

objective, applicable scenarios, strengths and shortcomings. The relevant hardware prototypes,1147

products and simulators are introduced as well. Third, the remaining issues and future research1148

directions have been discussed.1149

In summary, IEEE 802.11ah combines the advantages of Wi-Fi and low-power communication1150

technologies, supports high data rate and is able to meet the demanding performance criteria of1151

a variety of IoT applications with tailored approaches, such as large scale networks, low power1152

and QoS. For example, for large-scale IoT networks dominated by uplink traffic, the RAW feature1153

can be utilized to highly reduce collisions by tuning corresponding parameters (e.g., RAW group1154

duration, RAW slot number, station number), thus leading to higher throughput, energy efficiency,1155
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or lower latency. For IoT networks with low-power stations and downlink traffic, TIM segmenta-1156

tion can be adopted to achieve low energy consumption. For networks with sporadical traffic, the1157

power consumption can be further reduced by applying TWT to allow stations to wake up at the1158

designated time. Moreover, for IoT networks with more complex traffic demand or QoS require-1159

ments, a combination of RAW, TIM segmentation, TWT and other features can be jointly applied.1160

Moreover, IEEE 802.11ah supports IP connectivity, operates at worldwide license free bands and1161

has simplified network infrastructure. Its shortcoming is the shorter transmission range compared1162

to most of the LPWAN technologies, and incompatibility with legacy IEEE 802.11 technologies.1163

We believe that with the advent of more available off-the-shelf products, IEEE 802.11ah networks1164

will play an important role in IoT and be widely deployed in the future.1165
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